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Costume Design for She Kills Monsters
Gayani Bulathsinghala
She Kills Monsters is a drama-comedy play by Qui Nguyen. The story is about Agnes Evans, who
loses her parents and sister Tilly to a car accident. The sisters did not have a good relationship
growing up and Agnes is trying to make-up for that by trying to get to know Tilly better by playing a
Dungeons & Dragons module that Tilly had written.
A costume designer is not only a designer of clothing, but also a researcher. When a script is
handed to a costume designer, they first analyze the play and then analyze the characters. There is
a great deal of psychology used in a costume designer’s work when trying to design for a certain
character. The writer sometimes gives an idea as to what they want to see but even then it is up to
the designer to figure out exactly what a character needs. There is a reason behind why we put on
certain clothes everyday—weather, mood, to impress someone, or the answer could be as simple
as a pile of dirty laundry. As the costume designer for She Kills Monsters, I have done research to
create both the gaming world according to Dungeons & Dragons as well as the reality set in the
1990s.

After the paperwork, next step is compiling Visual Research. Depending on which period the play is set in, our resources for research change. For historical costume research, we use paintings as
well as descriptions from historical books that are period appropriate. But She Kills Monsters is set in the 1990s and research for the real world were mostly found in fashion catalogues,
magazines, high-school yearbooks and actual family/ friend photographs. We had more freedom with costume designs for the fantasy world, research pictures were found in Dungeons and
Dragons visual books, digital games and fan art and was not set in a certain time period. There are many ways to present the research to the directors, I personally find creating a mood board per
character works best to start up a good director-designer conversation.

After many creative meetings with the director, the designing team and the visual research,
we start rendering the costume. We present a preliminary sketch to the director to get his
feedback. Once the sketch has been approved, we then move on to the next step of adding
colors. Attaching the most prominent research pictures alongside the final rendering helps
the team better understand the design.

First step in the process as a costume designer: Paperwork!
After reading the script once, we read it again to find clues in the script for
each character. These clues might be given directly through stage directions,
or they may be included in the dialogues. As the costume designer our goal
is to find all of these little clues to build a personality for the character. We
call this a Character Notes Chart. Below is an example of the chart for
character Agnes in She Kills Monsters.

Once we have the Character Notes chart for all the characters, then we move on to the chart for
Scene Breakdown. The scene breakdown helps to see which character/ actor is on stage at any
given point of time. In this particular play we have characters going in and out of the Dungeons and
Dragons fantasy world, New Landia, and the real world, Athens, Ohio. We also have one actor
playing multiple roles, our cast consists of 18 actors but we have 40 different costumes. This chart is
most important when we need to prepare for costume changes in between scenes. The red colored
boxes show quick costume changes—some of these changes are done in under one minute.
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Multiple views of the same costume (working sketch) for the
costume shop to help build the costume. The third sketch
shows how the costume should be built around the actor.

